Design of a thermocontrollable protein complex.
It is widely recognized that stimuli-responsive nanostructures play a promising role in nanodevices for medical treatments and experimental tools. We have designed and constructed a basic structure which controls the distance between two termini domains through temperature reversibility. Our structure, shaped like a bouquet, is composed of two proteins, alpha-helix and elastin-like protein (ELP). Alpha-helices align and bundle the ELP while ELP twists and forms a fiber-like structure at warm temperatures. This ELP conformational change alters the distance between the structure termini at the site opposite the alpha-helix. We connected enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) and enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP) at the structure's two termini to evaluate the distance using fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) efficiency. These proteins spontaneously formed a complex which decreased the distance between the two fluorescent proteins located at its termini, at physiologically relevant temperatures. This change was repeated with complete reversibility (n = 5).